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Message from Mr. Jeff Hochman 

Director of Technical Analysis for  

Fidelity Worldwide Investment (London) 

 
Dear my Technical Analysis friends in Japan, 

 

By way of introduction my name is Jeff Hochman. I am now in my 17th year as the 

Director of Technical Analysis for Fidelity Worldwide Investment based in London. On 

October 10th 2012, IFTA will be holding its 25th annual conference in Singapore which 

will be a fantastic event with speakers attending from all over the globe. Each year I 

have the selection to attend many different conferences on various topics, both 

Technical and not, but the IFTA conference is one that is always a "must attend" event 

for me, and I have only missed 2 in the past 17 years! The chance to hear many of the 

world's best Technicians speak is unique at IFTA, but so too is the ability to network 

with many other analysts and investors that is often not possible during the year. In 

fact, many of my best contacts I have over the years were from introductions made at 

this special conference, friends from Toronto to Sao Paulo to Cairo and many places in 

between. 

 

I am fortunate to also participate in Singapore in a panel discussion on the markets and 

provide my views on what I believe the future holds for the various asset classes. It 

would be an honour if you are able to listen to my talk and interact with the panel with 

your own views, for this communication is in effect what makes the markets tick. 

Although our world is not an easy place to "do business" at the moment, I strongly 

believe that it will improve with time and patience. Your attendance at the conference 

will be one investment I am sure will yield a very healthy return. 

 

Hope to see you soon in Singapore! 

 
 

Jeff Hochman 

Director of Technical Analysis for  

Fidelity Worldwide Investment (London) 

 
※日本語訳は準備中です。完成次第、掲載します 


